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Abstract

A major challenge in microbial evolutionary ecology is to understand how fitness-

related traits vary in natural populations of microorganisms at defined spatial

scales and subsequently to identify the forces that maintain such variation. The

Gram-negative soil bacterium Myxococcus xanthus is a model system for the study

of gliding motility, which is driven by two complementary motility systems in this

species and is central to its social lifestyle. We tested whether the ecological context

of a centimetre-scale M. xanthus population allows the coexistence of diverse

motility-related phenotypes. Swarming rates among 26 clones isolated at the

centimetre scale were found to vary greatly in multiple laboratory environments.

This variation appears to be motility-specific, as it is not explained by a correlated

variation in intrinsic growth rate. In contrast to the common reference strain

DK1622, most isolates swarmed faster on hard agar than on soft agar, highlighting

the difficulty of inferring species characteristics from laboratory reference strains.

These isolates also varied greatly in swarm morphology and in the effect of nutrient

limitation on swarming rate. Our results show that diverse swarming phenotypes

can coexist in a small-scale bacterial population.

Introduction

Understanding how natural populations of microorganisms

evolve is a complex challenge that requires thorough char-

acterization of phenotypic and genetic variation. The spec-

trum of variants extant in populations provides a window

into the past forces that have generated and maintained such

variation. While the study of natural variation in popula-

tions of plants and animals has been a pillar of evolutionary

biology, there have been few similarly thorough examina-

tions of trait variation in microbial populations (e.g.,

Davelos et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2004).

Among the most intriguing bacterial traits is the ability

of cells to actively migrate in search of resources (Fenchel,

2002). Depending on selective conditions and migration

dynamics, motility-related traits might vary substantially

within a population at a given spatial scale or might be

relatively homogeneous. In order to better understand the

natural diversity of bacterial motility in a spatially explicit

context, we have tested whether selective conditions in a

centimetre-scale patch of soil have allowed (and possibly

favoured) the coexistence of diverse motility-trait pheno-

types in the Gram-negative soil bacterium Myxococcus

xanthus.

Myxococcus xanthus has been intensively studied as a

model of bacterial gliding motility, which plays a crucial

role in its life cycle (Spormann, 1999; Kaiser, 2003, 2004;

Velicer & Yu, 2003; Hillesland & Velicer, 2005). Under

nutrient-rich conditions, M. xanthus cells use gliding moti-

lity to swarm through soil in search of organic matter,

including other microorganisms, on which they feed. Upon

starvation, cells initiate a signalling cascade that induces

aggregation of cells and their development into a multi-

cellular fruiting body. Inside the fruiting body spores are

formed that germinate and repeat the life cycle when

conditions again become favourable for growth. Although

gliding motility is required for foraging and fruiting body

formation (Shimkets, 1990), and is presumed to be a major

fitness component in the M. xanthus life cycle, little is

known about the degree of natural variation in this trait.

Gliding motility in bacteria has been defined as the

movement of an unflagellated cell in the direction of its long

axis on a surface (Spormann, 1999). This definition is

strictly operational, because different bacteria use different
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mechanisms of gliding. Pilus-based twitching motility in

Pseudomonas (Mattick, 2002), putative jet propulsion by

means of slime extrusion (Hoiczyk & Baumeister, 1998) or

propulsion by fibrillar arrays (Read et al., 2007) in cyano-

bacteria and a still poorly understood gliding mechanism in

the Cytophaga-Flavobacterium-Bacteroides group (McBride,

2004) all serve the goal of surface translocation but generate

force in very different ways.

Two distinct forms of gliding motility, each with their

own underlying genetic system, exist in M. xanthus: Social

(S) and Adventurous (A) (Hodgkin & Kaiser, 1979).

S-motility allows swarming in groups and is dependent on

Type IV pili. Type IV pili are polar filaments that can be up

to 10 mm in length and presumably attach to a substrate to

be subsequently retracted, pulling the cell forward along its

long axis (Li et al., 2005). The twitching motility found in

Pseudomonas and Neisseria is also based on the principle of

retracting pili, but the jerky (twitching) motions in these

species are absent in Myxococcus. A-motility enables cells to

glide independent of the rest of the group. In one model of

the A-motility motor, nozzle-like structures located at the

cell poles extruding strands of slime are thought to propel

the cell forward, leaving a trail of slime in its wake

(Wolgemuth et al., 2002). More recently, evidence has been

presented for an alternative model whereby intracellular

motor complexes connected to both transient adhesion

complexes and the cytoskeleton push the cell forward

(Mignot et al., 2007). In this model, slime extrusion could

be involved in adhering the cell to the substrate or lubricat-

ing the cell-surface interface, or it could generate additional

power to move the cell forward.

The cost of maintaining two distinct motility systems is

likely to be offset by the ability to explore a wider range of

microenvironments than could be accessed with only one

motility system (Shi & Zusman, 1993; Hillesland & Velicer,

2005). Other bacterial species also utilize dual motility

systems. Many bacteria, for instance Vibrio and Aeromonas,

are capable of swimming in water using a polar flagellum

and swarming over surfaces using lateral flagella (McCarter,

2004). The maximum swarming rates driven by the M.

xanthus A- and S-motility systems are manifest on different

surface types (Shi & Zusman, 1993). Mutants proficient only

at S-motility move fastest on a soft, wet surface (e.g., low

concentration agar), whereas mutants in which only A-

motility is functional move fastest on harder, dryer surfaces.

Under most conditions the two motility systems interact

synergistically, as strains utilizing both systems swarm faster

than mutants defective at either (Shi & Zusman, 1993;

Hillesland & Velicer, 2005). On very soft agar, A-motility

does not contribute substantially to swarming (Shi & Zus-

man, 1993; Velicer & Yu, 2003).

Previous studies of M. xanthus gliding motility have

focused on laboratory reference strains. Given the likely

importance of motility to M. xanthus niche colonization

and predation, differences in gliding motility are likely to

affect the relative fitness of genotypes across distinct soil

environments. To investigate whether natural selection

either allows or favours significant variation in M. xanthus

motility performance, we assayed a range of motility traits in

clones isolated from a centimetre-scale population.

Materials and methods

Isolates

The gliding motility of 26 M. xanthus clones isolated from a

16� 16 cm2 patch of soil in Tübingen, Germany was char-

acterized in this study. Details of the sampling location,

methods of isolation and sequence typing were described

previously (Vos & Velicer, 2006). Briefly, a total of 100 soil

samples (labelled A0–A99) were collected in a 10� 10

sample grid with samples separated by 1.7 cm. Single M.

xanthus clones could be isolated from 78 of the 100 samples.

Clones were assigned to the species M. xanthus on the basis

of fruiting body morphology and a 16S rRNA gene fragment

sequenced in 11 randomly chosen clones (Vos & Velicer,

2006). Fragments of the developmental C-signal gene (csgA),

the extracellular matrix-associated putative zinc-metallo-

protease gene (fibA) and the pilin gene (subunit of Type IV

pili) (pilA) were sequenced in all 78 clones. A total of 21

distinct genotypes could be distinguished on the basis of the

concatemer sequence of these three loci.

Representatives of 20 of these 21 genotypes are included

in this study. Six genotypes are each represented by two

clones isolated from different samples. The well-character-

ized reference strain DK1622 was included for comparison.

The particular clone of DK1622 used, GJV1, differs from the

sequenced variant of DK1622 by several mutations of

unknown significance (Velicer et al., 2006) but is assumed

to be representative of DK1622 derivatives used in most

laboratories. A complete list of clones follows (with clones

assigned to the same csgA-fibA-pilA concatemer genotype

listed between brackets): (A1, A45), A2, A4, A5, (A9, A19),

A12, (A17, A89), (A23, A39), (A30, A44), A38, A41, A66,

(A68, A85), A75, A79, A81, A82, A83, A94, A98, DK1622.

Swarming assay

Swarming assays were conducted on 50 mL of CTT (1%

casitone, 8 mM MgSO4, 10 mM Tris-HCL, pH 7.6, 1 mM

potassium phosphate, pH 7.6), 0.5% (‘soft’) agar medium

and 1.5% (‘hard’) agar medium in 13.6-cm internal-dia-

meter culture plates. Agar medium was allowed to solidify

(with plate caps off) in a sterile laminar flow hood and kept

overnight (caps on) at 32 1C and 90% relative humidity (rH)

before inoculation. Motility assays were initiated with 10mL

culture samples resuspended to 5� 109 cells mL�1 from
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centrifuged log-phase cultures grown in CTT liquid at 32 1C

and 300 r.p.m. Swarms were incubated at 32 1C and 90% rH.

Colony perimeters were marked after 1 and 7 days. Mean

motility rates were calculated for each replicate plate from

four evenly distributed vectors at random orientation. Eight

evenly distributed vectors were used when swarms were

irregular. Photographs of swarms were taken after 8 days of

swarming.

A second motility assay was subsequently performed on a

subset of eight strains displaying the highest and lowest

swarming rates on soft agar in the assay described above.

This assay was identical to the first except that it also

included a treatment with low nutrient concentration

(0.2% casitone) and a treatment with no added nutrients

(TPM agar, recipe as CTT agar but without casitone). Both

experiments were replicated three times in temporally

independent blocks.

Growth rate assay

In order to estimate population growth rates independently

of horizontal swarm expansion, the light absorbance of

growing, nonswarming populations was measured over time

in a separate experiment with the subset of eight strains

displaying the highest and lowest soft-agar swarming rates.

Five milliliters of soft agar was added to individual wells in

six-well plates. Wells were inoculated by evenly spreading

100 mL of c. 5� 108 cells mL�1 culture over the entire agar

surface. Plates were incubated at 32 1C and 90% rH.

Absorbance readings (595 nm) were taken at daily intervals

on a Tecan GENios plate reader. Absorbance readings were

composed of the average of 6� 6 individual readings per

well. Absorbance values for each well were divided by the

initial value for that well. The experiment was replicated

three times in temporally independent blocks.

To contrast population growth rates in the presence

vs. absence of horizontal colony expansion, the Malthusian

parameter of each strain (Lenski et al., 1991) was calculated

from the ln-transformed fold increase in colony swarm area

(over 6 days of log–linear growth) for swarming populations

and from the slope of ln-transformed absorbance values for

nonswarming populations, respectively. Swarm area was

assumed to be proportional to population size.

Agglutination assay

Liquid cultures (c. 5� 108 cells mL�1) were transferred from

shaking flasks (32 1C and 300 r.p.m.) to static test tubes.

Absorbance readings (595 nm) were taken immediately and

after 24 h. Samples were removed from the uppermost layer

of tube cultures, which remained static. Decreasing absor-

bance represents the settling of agglutinated cell clumps.

Absorbance values for each tube were divided by the initial

value for that tube. The experiment was replicated three

times in temporally independent blocks. Statistical analyses

of data were performed with Minitab 14.

Results

Swarming rates

Significant variation in swarming rates on soft and hard agar

(Fig. 1) exists among the different isolates (one-way ANOVA

soft agar Po 0.001, F = 18.24; hard agar Po 0.001,

F = 18.70). By displaying motility rates from fastest to slow-

est (on soft agar), it is obvious that the swarming rates are

continuous variables, and no distinct swarming rate classes

could be found in a post-hoc test for pair-wise differences

(results not shown). All strains swarmed faster on hard agar

than on soft agar, except for the three fastest strains on soft

agar (DK1622, A66 and A75) and the slowest strain on hard

agar (A17).

There is a strong positive correlation between swarming

rates on soft and hard agar (Pearson correlation coefficient:

r = 0.567, P = 0.002) (Fig. 2a), on which S-motility almost

exclusively, and A- and S-motility together, respectively,

contribute to swarming in DK1622 (Shi & Zusman, 1993;

Velicer & Yu, 2003). No evidence is therefore present for an

ecological trade-off between swarming performance on the

two substrates. Figure 2b displays the ratio of hard agar

swarming to soft agar swarming (h/s ratio) for all strains.

The h/s ratio decreases significantly (Pearson correlation

coefficient: � 0.739, Po 0.0001) with increasing rate of soft

agar swarming. Thus, slow swarming on soft agar (relative

to the fastest strains on soft agar) does not tend to be

accompanied by proportionally slow swarming on hard agar

(relative to the same fast strains on hard agar). Only the two

fastest strains on soft agar (DK1622 and A66) and the

slowest strain on hard agar (A17) show significantly faster

swarming on soft agar than on hard agar. A68 has the

highest h/s ratio (2.08) and DK1622 the lowest h/s ratio

(0.54) of all strains. Variation in swarming rates is
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Fig. 1. Motility rates of the reference strain DK1622 and 26 natural

isolates on 0.5% (‘soft’) agar (black bars) and 1.5% (‘hard’) agar (grey

bars). Motility rates are displayed from fastest to slowest on soft agar.
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significantly greater on soft agar (SD = 0.9247) than on hard

agar (SD = 0.3128) (F = 8.738, df = 26, Po 0.0001).

Swarm morphology

Swarm morphology differed markedly among isolates (Fig.

3). Swarms on soft agar generally have a more fan-shaped

appearance than the swarms on hard agar, which have more

rounded edges. Like swarming rates, swarm morphologies

vary more on soft agar than on hard agar. For instance, A66

(Fig. 3d) forms a round, fuzzy colony, and A85 (Fig. 3h)

forms long ‘tentacles’ that arise irregularly along the swarm

edge.

Growth rate per se and swarming rate

We tested whether faster swarming is the result of an

intrinsically faster mode of translocation or rather might be

explained to some degree by fast-swarming strains having

higher intrinsic rates of cell division. Growth rate was

measured as the rate of population growth in the absence

of outward colony expansion via swarming. Growth rate was

measured for the four clones that swarmed fastest on soft

agar and the four that swarmed slowest (DK1622, A66, A75

and A82 and A9, A17, A45 and A68, respectively). Swarming

rates on soft agar did not differ significantly within the two

groups, but did so between groups (ANOVA, F = 38.12,

Po 0.001, Tukey post-hoc test, Po 0.001).

Cell density was measured after 24, 36 and 48 h, allowing

us to calculate growth rate. The slopes of individual growth

rates were contrasted with the slopes of a measure of

increase in swarm size (see ‘Materials and methods’) for

every strain. The correlation between both measures was

positive but not significant (Pearson correlation coefficient

0.353, P = 0.391). This suggests that variation in growth rate

might contribute to variation in swarming rate to a limited

degree, but the absence of a significant correlation indicates

that factors other than growth rate are largely responsible for

swarming rate variation. This point is illustrated most

clearly by the fact that in some cases, strains had very similar

growth rates but significantly different swarming rates and

vice versa (data not shown).

Agglutination

In DK1622, production of an adhesive extracellular matrix is

necessary for fully proficient S-motility (Yang et al., 2000).

Thus, we tested whether strains that are slow on soft agar

show less cell–cell adhesion than fast swarmers. The four

fastest (DK1622, A66, A75 and A82) and four slowest (A9,

A17, A45 and A68) clones on soft agar were surveyed for

their degree of clumping in an agglutination assay. A stark

decrease in absorbance values, as a result of the sinking of

heavy cell clumps, was apparent after 24 h for all clones

except for clone A17. The absorbance of A17 did not

decrease at all, indicating that cell clumping was absent in

this isolate. A17 differed significantly from all other strains

(ANOVA, post-hoc Tukey test, Po 0.001), but the four fast

swarming clones and the three remaining slow swarming

clones did not differ significantly from each other in

agglutination rate (one-way ANOVA F = 35.38, P = 0.281).

The effects of nutrient limitation on
motility rates

Spatial and temporal variation in nutrient availability is

ubiquitous in natural soils. To investigate relative sensitivity

of swarming rates among strains to changes in nutrient

levels, swarming rates of the four fastest and four slowest

swarming clones (on soft agar with 1.0% casitone) were

further assayed on soft agar and hard agar containing either

0.2% or 0% casitone (Fig. 4). Swarming rates on 0.2% and

0% casitone relative to swarming rates on 1% casitone are

displayed in Fig. 4 (1% casitone swarming data collected in

the same experiment).

On average, swarming rate decreased significantly with

both stepwise decreases in casitone concentration on both

surface types (two tailed t-test, Po 0.0001), but strains

varied greatly in the degree to which nutrient restriction

affected swarming rates (Fig. 4). These different responses

are highlighted by the fact that in no case, within either of

the two agar treatments, did the relative swarming-rate rank

of strains at one nutrient level positively correlate with those

at another level (soft agar: Spearman rank correlation

coefficient r: 0.206, P = 0.334, hard agar: Pearson correlation

coefficient r: 0.090, P = 0.675). Thus, the relative swarming

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. A comparison of swarming rates across

distinct surface types. (a) Swarming rates on

soft agar and hard agar are positively correlated.

(b) A negative correlation exists between the

ratio of hard agar swarming to soft agar

swarming as a function of soft agar swarming.
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performance of these strains is determined not only by

genetic variation, but also by genotype–environment inter-

actions. This variation in the effects of nutrient limitation

on swarming rates may reflect different responses of popula-

tion growth rate, individual cell motility, or both.

Some strains exhibited very limited or no reduction in

swarming at the intermediate (0.2% casitone) nutrient level.

In the case of Strain A75, swarming on hard agar appears to

be even faster when nutrient levels are reduced fivefold

(although not significantly so). Swarming rates on agar

without casitone were much reduced but still substantial

(20–40% of swarming rates on CTT agar), given the fact that

only residual nutrients in the agar could potentially provide

a source of energy.

Interestingly, the impact of nutrient limitation was most

severe in the reference strain DK1622 (Fig. 4). Hillesland &

Velicer (2005) observed a large decrease in DK1622 S-

motility swarming (on soft agar) when nutrient concentra-

tions were lowered, such that at a casitone concentration

below c. 0.2%, the swarming rate on soft agar was signifi-

cantly lower than that on hard agar. In our experiments, the

ratio of swarming rate on soft agar to that on hard agar was

also greatly decreased at low nutrient levels, but nonetheless

it remained slightly positive, even in the absence of casitone.

DK1622 and all seven isolates assayed under low nutrient

conditions formed fruiting bodies on 0% casitone agar but

not on 1% casitone agar (hard and soft agar). Fruiting

bodies were observed on 0.2% casitone agar (hard and soft

agar) in only six strains, as A45 only showed moderate

aggregations without mature fruiting bodies and A17 did

not even show minimal aggregations. This result demon-

strates the variation in the degree of nutrient deprivation

necessary to induce fruiting body formation among

M. xanthus isolates.

Discussion

Understanding how phenotypic traits vary in natural popu-

lations of bacteria is foundational to understanding how

those traits evolve in situ. Motility is presumably a crucial

component of fitness for many species of bacteria. For

example, strains of Pseudomonas fluorescens genetically en-

gineered to be nonmotile suffered lower rates of root

colonization and survival in soil than their fully motile

parent strain (Turnbull et al., 2001). However, knowledge

of intraspecific diversification in bacterial motility is very

limited. Two previous studies both examined intraspecific

variation in colony expansion rates on a single agar type and

at a single nutrient level. In one case, considerable variation

was reported in flagellum-based motility in an Escherichia

coli population isolated from a bovine feedlot (Yang et al.,

2004), and the other reported up to sixfold differences in the

Fig. 3. Swarm morphologies of (a) DK1622, (b)

A17, (c) A45, (d) A66, (e) A68, (f) A75, (g) A82

and (h) A85 on 0.5% (‘soft’) and 1.5% (‘hard’)

agar on the left and right, respectively.
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motility rates on soft agar of fluorescent pseudomonads

isolated from the rhizosphere (Goddard et al., 2001).

This study demonstrates that natural selection does not

prevent highly divergent swarming phenotypes in M.

xanthus from coexisting at the centimetre-scale. In contrast,

extensive swarming-rate variation among 26 isolates was

found in six distinct laboratory environments and this

variation could not be explained by mere differences in

intrinsic growth rate. Extensive variation was also observed

in swarm morphology and agglutination.

Our results make it clear that the gliding motility

phenotypes of the two most widely used reference strains,

DK1622 and DZ2, are not representative of all M. xanthus

strains. Both DK1622 and DZ2 swarm faster on soft agar

than on hard agar (Shi & Zusman, 1993), whereas most

Tübingen isolates exhibit the opposite pattern. In particular,

DK1622 swarmed faster than all of the Tübingen isolates on

soft agar but was slower than most on hard agar in our

experiments. This result may have implications for how we

understand the relative contributions of A- and S-motility

to the possible fitness benefits of dual motility across

variable surfaces (Shi & Zusman, 1993; Hillesland & Velicer,

2005). Swarm morphologies differed starkly between strains,

including between strains that showed similar swarming

rates. Although a growing body of literature is devoted

to modelling the intricate swarm morphologies observed in

many bacteria (Shapiro, 1998), the significance of even

dramatic intraspecific variation in swarm morphologies for

evolutionary success in the soil is unknown and may be great

or trivial.

The swarming performance of DK1622 was affected

much more by nutrient reduction than were the seven

Tübingen isolates examined. This result may reflect past

adaptation to high nutrient conditions in the habitat from

which DK1622 was isolated. Alternatively, it might reflect

effects from its culture history of occasional cycles of growth

under high nutrient laboratory conditions between periods

of frozen storage since its original isolation.

The inability of isolate A17 to agglutinate is shared by a

variety of defined mutants of DK1622 that fail to produce

adhesive fibril material (Chang & Dworkin, 1996; Smith &

Dworkin, 1997; Yang et al., 2000; Bellenger et al., 2002;

Bonner & Shimkets, 2006). These fibril-defective mutants

show reduced S-motility (e.g., the dsp mutant swarms at

only one-third the rate of DK1622 on soft agar) (Velicer &

Yu, 2003) and fail to initiate developmental aggregation

upon starvation. Unlike these mutants, A17 is capable of

developmental aggregation. The only known cause of non-

cohesiveness in M. xanthus is lack of adhesive fibril material,

which should have profound effects on how A17 cells

interact with each other, with prey cells (Pham et al., 2005)

and with other M. xanthus genotypes encountered in the

soil. The ability to make fruiting bodies without cell–cell

cohesion indicates that A17 has evolved a different set of

minimum requirements for its developmental program than

DK1622, thus making it of interest as a case study in the

evolution of developmental mechanisms.

In a previous study, we characterized genetic diversity

within the population from which the M. xanthus clones

characterized in this study were isolated (Vos & Velicer,

2006). The availability of sequences of several genes allowed

us to examine whether phenotypic and genotypic similarity

are correlated with respect to the traits and genes considered

here. While five isolate pairs that share identical sequences

for the csgA, fibA and pilA genes (clones A1 & A45, A9 &

A19, A23 & A39, A30 & A44 and A68 & A85) have

indistinguishable swarming rates on soft and hard agar that

do not vary significantly within the pairs, the members of

one pair (A17 & A89) did differ substantially (two-way

ANOVA post-hoc Tukey test Po 0.0001). The first five pairs

thus might represent pairs of identical clones belonging to

the same strain, whereas A17 and A89 clearly differ at

minimally one other locus that influences swarming rate.

It was not possible to detect obvious correlations between

phenotypes and the three-locus genotypes (see ‘Materials

and methods’). Of three strains (A66, A75 and A98)

previously shown to be distantly related to the rest of the

population examined here (Vos & Velicer, 2006), the first

two swarmed faster than most strains but the third did not.

The highly variable pilA gene encodes the pilin protein that
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Fig. 4. Variable responses of swarming rate to nutrient reduction on (a)

0.5% (‘soft’) agar and (b) 1.5% (‘hard’) agar. Black bars indicate 0.2%

casitone, grey bars indicate the absence of casitone on (a) 0.5% (‘soft’)

agar and (b) 1.5% (‘hard’) agar. The swarming rates are set relative to

swarming on 1% casitone for each clone.
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serves as the structural subunit of Type IV pili, the retraction

of which generates the motive force in S-motility. Because

only S-motility drives swarming on soft agar (Shi & Zus-

man, 1993; Velicer & Yu, 2003), pilA might play an im-

portant role in determining swarming rates and patterns in

this environment. However, no clear relationship between

pilin sequence and swarming rate was detected. For instance,

multiple isolates with an identical pilin sequence were found

to have significantly different motility rates (results not

shown). As expected, swarming rate appears to be a complex

trait determined by multiple loci.

Inferences made from comparative studies of microor-

ganisms are limited by the need to conduct assays under

common, controlled conditions. Any laboratory environ-

ment used for comparative studies (even those designed to

approximate soil conditions) must differ to some degree

from the microenvironments from which strains were iso-

lated and in which they previously evolved. Thus, simplistic

inferences about differences in relative swarming ability

among these strains in any given soil microenvironment

(or any adaptive significance of such asymmetries) from the

swarming variation on agar plates documented here are not

possible and are not the goal of this study. Rather, the fact

that substantial variation among strains was found in several

different laboratory environments, strongly suggests that the

strains examined here also swarm differently from one

another in their natural soil habitat.

Little is known about the interactions between the

physico-chemical characteristics of the soil matrix and its

microbial inhabitants, but it is clear that they are extremely

complex (Crawford et al., 2005). Porosity, disturbance,

water content, organic richness and pH are just a few of the

abiological factors that vary at the microscale and could

influence movement through soil. For example, the adhesive

forces of soil particles must directly influence the effective-

ness of both A- and S-motility. It is therefore possible that,

in order to successfully forage and engage in social develop-

ment, different strains overcome the challenge of effective

movement through the complex soil matrix in different

ways. Biological interactions with prey, predators, parasites

(bacteriophage) and competitors must also be at least as

complex and could exert direct or indirect (by pleiotropy)

selective pressures on cell cohesiveness, swarm rate and

swarm shape.

The importance of motility to the life cycle of M. xanthus

and its demonstrated responsiveness to selection (Velicer

& Yu, 2003; Hillesland, 2005) suggest that at least some

of the motility variation documented here may reflect

diversifying adaptation to different soil microenvironments.

Understanding the role of motility rate per se as one of

many components of fitness under specific soil conditions

is challenging. Nonetheless, this study suggests that a

wide variety of motility phenotypes can coexist as

successful strategies in a soil environment at the centimetre

scale.
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